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Pullman confirms success in China
th

The 14 Pullman hotel in China shows that this brand is thriving in that country. Pullman Anshan Time Square, Accor’s second
hotel in that city, has 331 fully equipped rooms and is strategically located in Lishan District. It is near the city’s airports,
downtown area and business centres, and is the perfect starting point to visit a number of tourist attractions (the Jade Buddha
Garden, Tanggangzi hot spring, etc.).
This move confirms the momentum underlying “Accor’s overall expansion strategy and is opening up opportunities in first to third tier cities
around the country,” explains Accor Greater China Chief Operating Officer Paul Richardson.
Especially, as Pullman Global Marketing SVP Xavier Louyot adds, “This new Pullman destination, which joins the network’s 66 others
hotels and resorts around the globe, is perfectly in tune with our brand: vibrant, cosmopolitan and in-style. And it shows that business and
pleasure are no longer contradictory terms.”
A generous choice of food experiences
Pullman Anshan Time Square’s three restaurants and bar provide international and local cuisine tailored to cosmopolitan travellers and
local customers alike.
"U8 Action Cuisine", the hotel's all-day dining restaurant, serves a sumptuous buffet as well as an international a la carte menu, and "La
Brasserie", the first French restaurant in the city, treats gourmets to an impressive range of France’s most authentic flavours all day long.
"The Wangfu Seafood Restaurant" is closer to local culinary tradition and has 25 private rooms where guests can enjoy classic Cantonese
dishes and creative Chinese cuisine. Lastly, the "Yee Bar" is in a separate area and serves beverages and snacks day and night to relax
and enjoy sharing a drink.

Modern and relaxing hotel
Pullman Anshan Time Square is an urban retreat with 331 spacious guestrooms including 20 suites. Upon arrival, guests receive a warm
welcome by the signature Pullman Welcomer. With more than 900 square metres of meeting and banquet space, Pullman Anshan Time
Square is also the city’s newest and most upscale destination for conferences and events.
This first-class hotel providing a range of innovative amenities and services with a personal touch is a milestone in the city’s developing
hotel landscape. Pullman will be opening 26 other hotels worldwide by 2015.
To know more about Pullman
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